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Globalization, International Spillovers and Sectoral Changes Jul 09 2020 As a consequence of globalization, news,
ideas and knowledge are moving quickly across national borders and generating international spillovers. So too,
however, are economic and financial crises. Combining a variety of methods, concepts and interdisciplinary
approaches, this book provides an in-depth examination of these structural changes and their impact. Assessing the
implications of globalization for businesses and sectors, chapters focus on the interdependencies between different
economic and political layers, and explore topics such as human capital, creativity, innovation, networks and
collaboration.
International Encyclopedia of Human Geography Mar 05 2020 International Encyclopedia of Human
Geography, Second Edition embraces diversity by design and captures the ways in which humans share places and
view differences based on gender, race, nationality, location and other factors—in other words, the things that make
people and places different. Questions of, for example, politics, economics, race relations and migration are
introduced and discussed through a geographical lens. This updated edition will assist readers in their research by
providing factual information, historical perspectives, theoretical approaches, reviews of literature, and provocative
topical discussions that will stimulate creative thinking. Presents the most up-to-date and comprehensive coverage
on the topic of human geography Contains extensive scope and depth of coverage Emphasizes how geographers
interact with, understand and contribute to problem-solving in the contemporary world Places an emphasis on how
geography is relevant in a social and interdisciplinary context
The Geography of Transport Systems Sep 30 2019 Mobility is fundamental to economic and social activities such
as commuting, manufacturing, or supplying energy. Each movement has an origin, a potential set of intermediate
locations, a destination, and a nature which is linked with geographical attributes. Transport systems composed of
infrastructures, modes and terminals are so embedded in the socio-economic life of individuals, institutions and
corporations that they are often invisible to the consumer. This is paradoxical as the perceived invisibility of
transportation is derived from its efficiency. Understanding how mobility is linked with geography is main the
purpose of this book. The third edition of The Geography of Transport Systems has been revised and updated to
provide an overview of the spatial aspects of transportation. This text provides greater discussion of security, energy,
green logistics, as well as new and updated case studies, a revised content structure, and new figures. Each chapter
covers a specific conceptual dimension including networks, modes, terminals, freight transportation, urban
transportation and environmental impacts. A final chapter contains core methodologies linked with transport
geography such as accessibility, spatial interactions, graph theory and Geographic Information Systems for
transportation (GIS-T). This book provides a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the field, with a broad
overview of its concepts, methods, and areas of application. The accompanying website for this text contains a
useful additional material, including digital maps, PowerPoint slides, databases, and links to further reading and

websites. The website can be accessed at: http://people.hofstra.edu/geotrans This text is an essential resource for
undergraduates studying transport geography, as well as those interest in economic and urban geography, transport
planning and engineering.
Debates in Geography Education Jun 27 2019 Debates in Geography Education encourages early career teachers,
experienced teachers and teacher educators to engage with and reflect on key issues, concepts and debates. It aims to
enable readers to reach their own informed judgements with deeper theoretical knowledge and understanding. The
second edition is fully updated in light of the latest research, policy and practice in the field, as well as key changes
to the curriculum and examination specifications. Expert contributors provide a range of perspectives on
international, historical and policy contexts in order to deepen our understanding of significant debates in geography
education. Key debates include: geography's identity as an academic discipline; what constitutes knowledge in
geography; places and regional geography; what it means to think geographically; constructing the curriculum; how
we link assessment to making progress in geography; the contribution of fieldwork and outdoor experiences;
technology and the use of Geographical Information; school geography and employability; understanding the gap
between school and university geography; evidence-based practice and research in geography education. The
comprehensive, rigorous coverage of these key issues, together with carefully annotated selected further reading,
will help support and shape further research and writing. Debates in Geography Education is a key resource that is
essential reading for all teachers and researches who wish to extend their grasp of the place of geography in
education. Mark Jones is Senior Lecturer in Education at the University of the West of England, Bristol, UK David
Lambert is Professor of Geography Education at UCL Institute of Education, London, UK
Cities Made of Boundaries Feb 02 2020 Cities Made of Boundaries presents the theoretical foundation and
concepts for a new social scientific urban morphological mapping method, Boundary Line Type (BLT) Mapping. Its
vantage is a plea to establish a frame of reference for radically comparative urban studies positioned between
geography and archaeology. Based in multidisciplinary social and spatial theory, a critical realist understanding of
the boundaries that compose built space is operationalised by a mapping practice utilising Geographical Information
Systems (GIS). Benjamin N. Vis gives a precise account of how BLT Mapping can be applied to detailed historical,
reconstructed, contemporary, and archaeological urban plans, exemplified by sixteenth to twenty-first century
Winchester (UK) and Classic Maya Chunchucmil (Mexico). This account demonstrates how the functional and
experiential difference between compact western and tropical dispersed cities can be explored. The methodological
development of Cities Made of Boundaries will appeal to readers interested in the comparative social analysis of
built environments, and those seeking to expand the evidence-base of design options to structure urban life and
development.
Cambridge IGCSE Geography Nov 05 2022 An investigative approach to Cambridge IGCSE Geography, written
in partnership with the Geographical Association. Encourage students to make links between case studies and their
own local contexts as well as exploring the core themes and skills of the 0460 syllabus in the context of global case
studies and processes. Prepare for exam success with full coverage of the core themes of Paper 1 (Population and
Settlement, The Natural Environment, Economic Development and the Use of Resources) as well as the
geographical and fieldwork skills elements of Papers 2, 3 and 4. Help students focus on achieving the best grades
with excellent exam support for each Paper, with exam-style questions, answers at different levels and
accompanying comments. Be confident in the content and approach - this resource is written by highly experienced
Geography teachers, consulted edited by a CIE Principal Examiner, and produced in partnership with the UK
Geographical Association - the home of best practice in Geography teaching.
Databases and Information Systems VIII Nov 24 2021 Databases and information systems are the backbone of
modern information technology and are crucial to the IT systems which support all aspects of our everyday life;
from government, education and healthcare, to business processes and the storage of our personal photos and
archives. This book presents 22 of the best revised papers accepted following stringent peer review for the 11th
International Baltic Conference on Databases and Information Systems (Baltic DB&IS 2014), held in Tallinn,
Estonia, in June 2014. The conference provided a forum for the exchange of scientific achievements between the
research communities of the Baltic countries and the rest of the world in the area of databases and information
systems, bringing together researchers, practitioners and Ph.D. students from many countries. The subject areas
covered at the conference focused on big data processing, data warehouses, data integration and services, data and
knowledge management, e-government, as well as e-services and e-learning.
A Fair Deal on Talent - Fostering Just Migration Governance Aug 02 2022 If well managed, migration
generates benefits for migrants, their countries of origin and the countries they settle in. For migrants, it can help
them expand their skill sets and improve their standard of living. For destination countries, it can alleviate
demographic pressures and foster cultural diversity. For origin countries, it can bring benefits associated with
remittances and knowledge transfers. However, in reality, these benefits are rarely achieved, as migration policy
failures frequently lead to suboptimal or even negative outcomes. Realizing the full potential of migration therefore
demands we foster a paradigm shift toward the fair management of migration. Fair migration is driven by the desire

to achieve a triple-win for migrants, destination countries and origin countries. In addition to outlining the key
challenges and opportunities associated with fair migration, this volume examines the good practices of a variety of
countries and institutions which highlight aspects of fair migration. The volume concludes with policy
recommendations for effective and fair migration policymaking at the national and international levels. As a
conceptual and empirical contribution to both national and international debates on managing migration, this volume
aims to enrich discussions among policymakers, business leaders, civil society actors and scholars alike.
Indian and World Geography Oct 12 2020
Atlas of Knowledge Dec 02 2019 The power of mapping: principles for visualizing knowledge, illustrated by many
stunning large-scale, full-color maps. Maps of physical spaces locate us in the world and help us navigate unfamiliar
routes. Maps of topical spaces help us visualize the extent and structure of our collective knowledge; they reveal
bursts of activity, pathways of ideas, and borders that beg to be crossed. This book, from the author of Atlas of
Science, describes the power of topical maps, providing readers with principles for visualizing knowledge and
offering as examples forty large-scale and more than 100 small-scale full-color maps. Today, data literacy is
becoming as important as language literacy. Well-designed visualizations can rescue us from a sea of data, helping
us to make sense of information, connect ideas, and make better decisions in real time. In Atlas of Knowledge,
leading visualization expert Katy Börner makes the case for a systems science approach to science and technology
studies and explains different types and levels of analysis. Drawing on fifteen years of teaching and tool
development, she introduces a theoretical framework meant to guide readers through user and task analysis; data
preparation, analysis, and visualization; visualization deployment; and the interpretation of science maps. To
exemplify the framework, the Atlas features striking and enlightening new maps from the popular “Places & Spaces:
Mapping Science” exhibit that range from “Key Events in the Development of the Video Tape Recorder” to “Mobile
Landscapes: Location Data from Cell Phones for Urban Analysis” to “Literary Empires: Mapping Temporal and
Spatial Settings of Victorian Poetry” to “Seeing Standards: A Visualization of the Metadata Universe.” She also
discusses the possible effect of science maps on the practice of science.
Research and Debate in Primary Geography Apr 29 2022 This book brings together recent papers which make
important contributions to understanding and developing primary geography. It considers primary teachers’ and
trainee teachers’ knowledge of geography; how the primary curriculum uses geography; teachers’ planning of
geography teaching; the way in which aspects of geography are taught; what high quality geography might look like;
and children’s geographical understanding and voices. Though geography curricula change quite often in countries
around the world, the core matters noted above remain of constant and vital importance. The papers in this book
either concern research with primary teachers and children, or consider key concerns in primary geography,
providing important perspectives for thinking about future developments in geography teaching and curriculum
initiatives in primary schools. This is a stimulating and enticing collection written by leading exponents of, and
experts in, primary geography education. This book was originally published as a special issue of Education 3-13.
Knowledge Intensive Business Services and Regional Competitiveness Sep 10 2020 Research interest in the service
sector has boomed in recent years as deindustrialisation became entrenched. Instead of being regarded as merely
supplementary to traditional industry and manufacturing, services have generated progressively rising levels of
growth in developed economies while at the same time coming to be recognised as major drivers of innovation.
Among the factors which have helped service companies notch up swifter growth rates than all other sectors are the
outsourcing of such services by other sectors, including the development of information and communication
technologies, and changes to the regulatory, legal and market frameworks as well as globalisation and
internationalisation. The result is a cluster of highly innovative firms which can loosely be grouped under the
heading of Knowledge Intensive Business Services (KIBS). Knowledge Intensive Business Services and Regional
Competitiveness charts the development of these firms and explores their success through four mutually linked
parts: KIBS and industrial dynamics; KIBS and their context; KIBS and their contribution to regional
competitiveness and economic development; and finally, KIBS and public policy. This book is suitable for
researchers and policy makers interested in the rise of these influential actors and their influence on regional
competitiveness.
Issues in Transportation Research and Application: 2013 Edition Oct 04 2022 Issues in Transportation Research and
Application: 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive
information about Transport Geography. The editors have built Issues in Transportation Research and Application:
2013 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about
Transport Geography in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently
reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Transportation Research and Application:
2013 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and
companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the
editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with
authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.

New Challenges in Energy Security Oct 31 2019 We are faced with the twin urgent challenges of delivering a low
carbon and secure energy system. The last few years have seen Britain moving from being a net exporter to a net
importer of energy. The threat of climate change has led to the slow but inexorable inclusion of environmental
concerns in mainstream energy policy. Against this backdrop, economic and political power around the globe has
altered, creating a complex, multipolar world. Rising concerns about the long term availability and price of oil, gas
and uranium only add to the challenges facing Britain. This timely volume brings together key researchers and
practitioners from a wide range of disciplines, including energy policy, international relations and supply chains, to
explore the practical policy options in addressing energy security in Britain.
The Political Economy and Media Coverage of the European Economic Crisis May 07 2020 The European
economic crisis has been ongoing since 2008 and while austerity has spread over the continent, it has failed to revive
economies. The media have played an important ideological role in presenting the policies of economic and political
elites in a favourable light, even if the latter’s aim has been to shift the burden of adjustment onto citizens. This book
explains how and why, using a critical political economic perspective and focusing on the case of Ireland.
Throughout, Ireland is compared with contemporary and historical examples to contextualise the arguments made.
The book covers the housing bubble that led to the crash, the rescue of financial institutions by the state, the role of
the European institutions and the International Monetary Fund, austerity, and the possibility of leaving the eurozone
for Europe’s peripheral countries. Through a systematic analysis of Ireland’s main newspapers, it is argued that the
media reflect elite views and interests and downplay alternative policies that could lead to more progressive
responses to the crisis.
GCSE Geography Edexcel B Sep 03 2022 A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE
Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the specification. As well as
providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students in their learning and
to motivate them to progress.
Local and Regional Development Aug 29 2019 Actors and institutions in localities and regions across the world
are seeking prosperity and well-being amidst tumultuous and disruptive shifts and transitions generated by: an
increasingly globalised, knowledge-intensive capitalism; global financial instability, volatility and crisis; concerns
about economic, social and ecological sustainability, climate change and resource shortages; new multi-actor and
multi-level systems of government and governance and a re-ordering of the international political economy; state
austerity and retrenchment; and, new and reformed approaches to intervention, policy and institutions for local and
regional development. Local and Regional Development provides an accessible, critical and integrated examination
of local and regional development theory, institutions and policy in this changing context. Amidst its rising
importance, the book addresses the fundamental issues of ‘what kind of local and regional development and for
whom?’, its purposes, principles and values, frameworks of understanding, approaches and interventions, and
integrated approaches to local and regional development throughout the world. The approach provides a
theoretically informed, critical analysis of contemporary local and regional development in an international and
multi-disciplinary context, grounded in concrete empirical analysis from experiences in the global North and South.
It concludes by identifying what might constitute holistic, inclusive, progressive and sustainable local and regional
development, and reflecting upon its limits and political renewal.
Carceral Geography Jun 19 2021 The ’punitive turn’ has brought about new ways of thinking about geography and
the state, and has highlighted spaces of incarceration as a new terrain for exploration by geographers. Carceral
geography offers a geographical perspective on incarceration, and this volume accordingly tracks the ideas, practices
and engagements that have shaped the development of this new and vibrant subdiscipline, and scopes out future
research directions. By conveying a sense of the debates, directions, and threads within the field of carceral
geography, it traces the inner workings of this dynamic field, its synergies with criminology and prison sociology,
and its likely future trajectories. Synthesizing existing work in carceral geography, and exploring the future
directions it might take, the book develops a notion of the ’carceral’ as spatial, emplaced, mobile, embodied and
affective.
Mastering Primary Geography Aug 10 2020 Mastering Primary Geography introduces the primary geography
curriculum and helps trainees and teachers learn how to plan and teach inspiring lessons that make learning
geography irresistible. Topics covered include: · Current developments in geography · Geography as an irresistible
activity · Geography as a practical activity · Skills to develop in geography · Promoting curiosity · Assessing
children in geography · Practical issues This guide includes examples of children's work, case studies, readings to
reflect upon and reflective questions that all help to show students and teachers what is considered to be best and
most innovative practice, and how they can use that knowledge in their own teaching to the greatest effect. The book
draws on the experience of two leading professionals in primary geography, Anthony Barlow and Sarah Whitehouse,
to provide the essential guide to teaching geography for all trainee and qualified primary teachers.
Diversified Development Sep 22 2021 This report is about the twelve countries of the former Soviet Union
(Eurasia). About 85 percent of the region's economic output is in six resource-rich economies. Today, 85 percent of

Eurasia's 280 million people are no longer poor. But academics who study resource-based economies debate whether
these countries are cursed or blessed. And Eurasia's policymakers long for the day when their economies are less
extractive and more innovative. These observations prompt questions: Are resources a blessing or a curse? If it is
one of these things, what would make it into the other? How much should Eurasia try to diversify their exports and
economies away from natural resources? Are there ways to make Eurasian economies both extractive and
innovative? The answers: a large majority of Eurasia's people should consider themselves blessed. To make sure that
this blessing does not become a curse, Eurasian economies have to become efficient—more productive, job-creating,
and stable. But efficiency is not the same as diversification: there is little evidence that more concentrated economies
have slower productivity growth, fewer jobs, or much more economic volatility. Governments need to worry less
about the composition of exports and production and more about asset portfolios—natural resources, built capital,
and economic institutions. They have much to do. Eurasia's portfolios are heavy in tangibles like oil and gas and
roads and railways and light in intangibles such as the institutions for managing resource earnings, providing social
services, and regulating enterprise. But tangibles are not what distinguish success from failure—investments in
intangibles, early in their development, have made some resource-rich countries both extractive and innovative.
Financialising City Statecraft and Infrastructure Dec 14 2020 Financialising City Statecraft and Infrastructure
addresses the struggles of national and local states to fund, finance and govern urban infrastructure. It develops fresh
thinking on financialisation and city statecraft to explain the socially and spatially uneven mixing of managerial,
entrepreneurial and financialised city governance in austerity and limited decentralisation across England. As urban
infrastructure fixes for the London global city-region risk undermining national ‘rebalancing’ efforts in the UK, city
statecraft in the rest of the country is having uneasily to combine speculation, risk-taking and prospective venturing
with co-ordination, planning and regulation.
Geography Unbound Aug 22 2021 At the end of the eighteenth century, French geographers faced a crisis. Though
they had previously been ranked among the most highly regarded scientists in Europe, they suddenly found
themselves directionless and disrespected because they were unable to adapt their descriptive focus easily to the new
emphasis on theory and explanation sweeping through other disciplines. Anne Godlewska examines this crisis, the
often conservative reactions of geographers to it, and the work of researchers at the margins of the field who helped
chart its future course. She tells her story partly through the lives and careers of individuals, from the deposed
cabinet geographer Cassini IV to Volney, von Humboldt, and Letronne (innovators in human, physical, and
historical geography), and partly through the institutions with which they were associated such as the Encyclopédie
and the Jesuit and military colleges. Geography Unbound presents an insightful portrait of a crucial period in the
development of modern geography, whose unstable disciplinary status is still very much an issue today.
Protest, Property and the Commons Mar 29 2022 Protest, Property and the Commons focuses on the alternative
property narratives of ‘social centres’, or political squats, and how the spaces and their communities create their own
– resistant – form of law. Drawing on critical legal theory, legal pluralism, legal geography, poststructuralism and
new materialism, the book considers how protest movements both use state law and create new, more informal,
legalities in order to forge a practice of resistance. Invaluable for anyone working within the area of informal
property in land, commons, protest and adverse possession, this book offers a ground-breaking account of the
integral role of time, space and performance in the instituting processes of law and resistance.
Subaltern Urbanisation in India Apr 05 2020 ?This volume decentres the view of urbanisation in India from large
agglomerations towards smaller urban settlements. It presents the outcomes of original research conducted over
three years on subaltern processes of urbanization. The volume is organised in four sections. A first one deals with
urbanisation dynamics and systems of cities with chapters on the new census towns, demographic and economic
trajectories of cities and employment transformation. The interrelations of land transformation, social and cultural
changes form the topic of the “land, society, belonging” section based on ethnographic work in various parts of India
(Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh and Tamil Nadu). A third section focuses on public policies,
governance and urban services with a set of macro-analysis based papers and specific case studies. Understanding
the nature of production and innovation in non-metropolitan contexts closes this volume. Finally, though focused on
India, this research raises larger questions with regard to the study of urbanisation and development worldwide.
The Geography of International Investment Nov 12 2020 Multinationals have become increasingly important to the
world economy. Overseas production by U.S. affiliates is three times U.S. exports, for example. Who is investing
where, for sales where?
Calendar Feb 13 2021
Geography Education Research in the UK: Retrospect and Prospect May 31 2022 This book provides a unique
assessment of the development of research in geography education and its future prospects, offering a challenging
critique of subject-based education research, with particular reference to geography education across a range of
different jurisdictions. It covers a range of topics, including the changing role of research in geography education;
the relationship between education research and professional practice, with special reference to geography education
research; the place of academic subject knowledge in geography education research; critiques of the functions of

research in geography education; and the key issues for education policy and policymakers concerning educational
research at national and international levels. Importantly, in a period marked by radical change for education
research and researchers, the book offers a timely appraisal of possible ways forward for geography education
research. Addressing the needs of academics, research students, policymakers, and education practitioners who
undertake, use or shape the future of research in geography education, it comprehensively explores the forces that
have driven the development of geography education research and pedagogy. Further, by positioning its analysis in
the context of education policy debates in the UK, and further afield, it assesses the role and function of research in
education, and offers an outlook on its future. This book is essential reading for all those who wish to understand the
sporadic and increasingly uncertain development of subject-based research in education
UGC-NET (Paper-I) Previous Years' Papers (Solved) Jan 03 2020 This immensely valuable book of Solved
Previous Years' Papers is specially published for the aspirants of UGC-NET (Paper-I) of Junior Research Fellowship
and Assistant Professor Eligibility Exam. The book comprises several Solved Previous Years' Papers of UGC-NET
Paper-I. Explanatory Answers are presented in such a manner to be useful for study and self-practice. The book is
aimed to help you prepare well and sharpen your problem-solving skills by practising through numerous questions in
these solved papers and face the exam with confidence, successfully.
Social Geographies Dec 26 2021 Marking the renaissance of social geographies in recent years, this major textbook
showcases the breadth of conceptual and empirical approaches that scholars now utilize to understand contemporary
social issues through a spatial lens. The book is collectively authored by one of the largest groups of social
geographers in the world. It develops a vision of social geographies that is rooted in the commitments that have
characterised the sub-discipline for at least half a decade (e.g. society-space relations, justice, equality), while
incorporating new approaches, theories and concerns (e.g. emotions, performance, and the more-than-human).
Embracing the increasing porosity of our work with neighbouring economic, cultural, political and environmental
geographies, the book provides a round-up of the state of the sub-discipline, capturing recent directions and charting
new questions and challenges for theory, research and practice. It makes sense of the bewildering variety of
contemporary social geographical interests, from longstanding topics (e.g. race, class and gender) to more recent
interests (e.g. sustainability, digital worlds and social change). Above all, it makes clear the relevance and
contributions of social geographies not only to understanding a wide range of global and local issues, but to social
change alongside communities, policy-makers and social movements. Each chapter offers an introduction to current
work in social geographies, providing an overview and in-depth examples. The book has these key features that
make it an essential resource for any social geography course: An accessible and engaging style that is ideal for
entry level students Definitions of key terms and carefully explained concepts and ideas A range of exciting
contemporary examples from a wide variety of geographical settings, including those drawn from the authors’ recent
research Cross-referencing between chapters to help students expand learning Illustration with photos, tables,
diagrams and other material Suggestions for further reading in each chapter “Real world research” and “real world
theory” textboxes providing examples of research projects and theoretical perspectives, bringing topics alive and
exploring challenges on the ground
New directions in telecollaborative research and practice: selected papers from the second conference on
telecollaboration in higher education Jan 27 2022 This collection of papers, consisting of 39 delegate contributions
and three keynote articles from “New directions in telecollaborative research and practice: the second conference on
telecollaboration in higher education” hosted by Trinity College Dublin in April 2016, offers a window on a rapidly
evolving form of learning. Telecollaboration is used in many formats and contexts, but has as a defining feature the
ability to unite learners from classrooms around the world in meaningful computer-mediated tasks and activities.
This cross-disciplinary overview discusses telecollaboration in support of language and culture, teacher training,
student mobility, and other disciplines and skills from a range of analytical perspectives. It will be of interest to
anyone working in HE as an educator, researcher, educational designer, mobility officer, decision maker or
administrator.
Global Perspectives on Contemporary Marketing Education Jul 01 2022 A successful marketing department has the
power to make or break a business. Today, marketing professionals are expected to have expertise in a myriad of
skills and knowledge of how to remain competitive in the global market. As companies compete for international
standing, the value of marketing professionals with well-rounded experience, exposure, and education has
skyrocketed. Global Perspectives on Contemporary Marketing Education addresses this need by considering the
development and education of marketing professionals in an age of shifting markets and heightened consumer
engagement. A compendium of innovations, insights, and ideas from marketing professors and professionals, this
title explores the need for students to be prepared to enter the sophisticated global marketplace. This book will be
invaluable to marketing or business students and educators, business professionals, and business school
administrators.
The Revenge of Geography May 19 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this provocative, startling
book, Robert D. Kaplan, the bestselling author of Monsoon and Balkan Ghosts, offers a revelatory new prism

through which to view global upheavals and to understand what lies ahead for continents and countries around the
world. Bestselling author Robert D. Kaplan builds on the insights, discoveries, and theories of great geographers and
geopolitical thinkers of the recent and distant past to look back at critical pivots in history and then to look forward
at the evolving global scene. Kaplan traces the history of the world’s hot spots by examining their climates,
topographies, and proximities to other embattled lands. He then applies the lessons learned to the present crises in
Europe, Russia, China, the Indian Subcontinent, Turkey, Iran, and the Arab Middle East. The result is a holistic
interpretation of the next cycle of conflict throughout Eurasia, a visionary glimpse into a future that can be
understood only in the context of temperature, land allotment, and other physical certainties. A brilliant rebuttal to
thinkers who suggest that globalism will trump geography, this indispensable work shows how timeless truths and
natural facts can help prevent this century’s looming cataclysms. Praise for The Revenge of Geography “[An]
ambitious and challenging new book . . . [The Revenge of Geography] displays a formidable grasp of contemporary
world politics and serves as a powerful reminder that it has been the planet’s geophysical configurations, as much as
the flow of competing religions and ideologies, that have shaped human conflicts, past and present.”—Malise
Ruthven, The New York Review of Books “Robert D. Kaplan, the world-traveling reporter and intellectual whose
fourteen books constitute a bedrock of penetrating exposition and analysis on the post-Cold War world . . . strips
away much of the cant that suffuses public discourse these days on global developments and gets to a fundamental
reality: that geography remains today, as it has been throughout history, one of the most powerful drivers of world
events.”—The National Interest “Kaplan plunges into a planetary review that is often thrilling in its sheer scale . . .
encyclopedic.”—The New Yorker “[The Revenge of Geography] serves the facts straight up. . . . Kaplan’s realism
and willingness to face hard facts make The Revenge of Geography a valuable antidote to the feel-good manifestoes
that often masquerade as strategic thought.”—The Daily Beast
Computers in Railways XV Jan 15 2021 This title incorporates the 15th proceedings of the very successful
International Conference on Railway Engineering Design and Operation (COMPRAIL) series, which began in
Frankfurt 1987 and continued in Rome (1990); Washington (1992); Madrid (1994); Berlin (1996); Lisbon (1998);
Bologna (2000); Lemnos (2002); Dresden (2004); Prague (2006); Toledo (2008); Beijing (2010); the New Forest,
home of the Wessex Institute (2012) and, again in Rome in 2014. The papers presented at this conference aim to
update the use of advanced systems, promoting their general awareness throughout the management, design,
manufacture and operation of railways and other emerging passenger, freight and transit systems. With the
conference attracting a variety of specialists, including railway engineers, designers of advanced train control
systems and computer specialists, the book particularly emphasises the use of computer systems in advanced railway
engineering. Topics include but are not restricted to: Advanced train control Operations quality; Risk management;
Planning and policy; Energy supply and consumption; Communications and signalling; Operational planning;
Interface management; Systems integration; Maglev; High speed technology; Interoperability; Passenger flow
management; Computer simulations and Driverless and automatic train operation.
The Unions’ Response to Globalization Apr 17 2021 Globalization is commonly described in trade and cultural
terms but its impact on unions and collective bargaining is seldom assessed. The few studies of unions and
globalization are mostly collections of cases studies of how unions can work together or with other alliance partners
to defend against the power of multinational corporations. This book goes beyond the current research by asking
how unions have tried to deal with globalization and how globalization might threaten the fundamental union
mission of taking wages, hours and conditions of employment out of competition. The introductory chapter defines
globalization and uses the case of the Detroit Three automakers (GM, Chrysler and Ford) to show how globalization
can affect employment and union size, influence and relevancy. The second chapter shows how unions deal
globalization through collective bargaining regarding outsourcing, alliances, strikes and political action, including
lobbying and international work standards. The final chapter argues that the unions cannot continue unchanged in
this age of globalization and asks what they must do to be effective and relevant.
The Geography of Bosnia and Herzegovina Jul 21 2021 This monograph provides a comprehensive overview of
fundamental scientific insights into the geographical features of a country which was and still is in the centre of the
geopolitical battle of the large world powers and especially neighboring countries. The book presents the
scientifically proven reserves of individual resources such as: mineral riches, land, forests, flora and fauna, water
and climate features, to the extent needed, through statistical indicators and geographic maps. The authors point to
features and specifics of the existing interdependence of economic and political development and impact of natural
resources on spatial development which can be useful for potential investors, spatial planers, decision makers,
politicians, geographers, students, large Bosnian diaspora and anyone interested in area of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
This book fills the gap in geographical literature on Bosnia and Herzegovina in the English language. The
monograph appeals to researchers and scholars of all levels in the fields of geography, geopolitics, history and
related fields and everyone interested in this country between East and West.
For Creative Geographies Jun 07 2020 This book provides the first sustained critical exploration, and celebration, of
the relationship between Geography and the contemporary Visual Arts. With the growth of research in the

Geohumanities and the Spatial Humanities, there is an imperative to extend and deepen considerations of the form
and import of geography-art relations. Such reflections are increasingly important as geography-art intersections
come to encompass not only relationships built through interpretation, but also those built through shared practices,
wherein geographers work as and with artists, curators and other creative practitioners. For Creative Geographies
features seven diverse case studies of artists’ works and exhibitions made towards the end of the twentieth and the
beginning of the twentieth-first century. Organized into three analytic sections, the volume explores the role of art in
the making of geographical knowledge; the growth of geographical perspectives as art world analytics; and shared
explorations of the territory of the body, In doing so, Hawkins proposes an analytic framework for exploring
questions of the geographical “work” art does, the value of geographical analytics in exploring the production and
consumption of art, and the different forms of encounter that artworks develop, whether this be with their audiences,
or their makers.
The Nature of the Environment Jul 29 2019 Discusses the components of the environment, the interactions
between man and nature, and recent theories and research, proceeding from the global scale to more local scales.
Geography for CCEA GCSE Mar 17 2021 This title covers the complete GCSE Geography course from CCEA. It
features: an introduction to each section with points from the specification and a key word box; activities to text
students and provide structured notes on each section; and maps, diagrams, tables, satellite images and photos to
enhance and reinforce learning.
Insight Turkey 2015? ?- Fall 2015 (Vol. 17, No. 4) Feb 25 2022 Last year was the year of elections in Turkey with
two parliamentary elections and months-long electoral campaigns that dominated the political agenda of the country.
The parliamentary elections of June 7, 2015 brought an end to the AK Party’s 12-year long era of parliamentary
majority and single-party government in Turkey. Nevertheless, the endeavors to form a coalition government could
not be concluded successfully and another election appeared on the horizon. The country was ruled by an AK Partyled interim government and the elections were repeated five months later on November 1, 2015. While close in time,
the two elections were quite distant with regard to the political contexts in which they were carried out, and in their
respective results. The November elections witnessed a comeback for the AK Party, which increased its votes by
over 9 points with the addition of five million new votes in the ballot box.
Carceral Spaces Oct 24 2021 This book draws together the work of a new community of scholars with a growing
interest in carceral geography: the geographical study of practices of imprisonment and detention. It combines work
by geographers on 'mainstream' penal establishments where people are incarcerated by the prevailing legal system,
with geographers' recent work on migrant detention centres, where irregular migrants and 'refused' asylum seekers
are detained, ostensibly pending decisions on admittance or repatriation. Working in these contexts, the book's
contributors investigate the geographical location and spatialities of institutions, the nature of spaces of incarceration
and detention and experiences inside them, governmentality and prisoner agency, cultural geographies of penal
spaces, and mobility in the carceral context. In dialogue with emergent and topical agendas in geography around
mobility, space and agency, and in relation to international policy challenges such as the (dis)functionality of
imprisonment and the search for alternatives to detention, this book presents a timely addition to emergent
interdisciplinary scholarship that will prompt dialogue among those working in geography, criminology and prison
sociology.
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